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Effective and Fast Estimation for Image Sensor
Noise Via Constrained Weighted Least Squares
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Abstract— Noise estimation is crucial in many image processing
algorithms such as image denoising. Conventionally, the noise is
assumed as a signal-independent additive white Gaussian process.
However, for the real raw data of image sensor, the present noise
should be practically modeled as signal dependent. In this paper,
we propose an effective and fast image sensor noise estimation
method for a single raw image. The noise model parameters are
estimated via constrained weighted least squares (WLS) fitting
on a number of data samples, each of which is generated from
a group of weakly textured patches. Specifically, we first design
a fast scheme for selecting weakly textured patches, with the
guidance of image histogram. To robustly fit the data samples,
we then explicitly account for the credibility of each sample by
measuring the texture strength of the grouped patches. The image
sensor noise estimation is finally formulated as a constrained
WLS optimization problem, which can be solved efficiently.
Experimental results demonstrate that our method could run
much faster than the existing schemes, while retaining the
state-of-the-art estimation performance.

Index Terms— Signal-dependent noise, image sensor noise
estimation, natural image statistics, weighted least squares.

I. INTRODUCTION

NOISE is unavoidably incurred during image acquisi-
tion, transmission, and processing [1]. Image denoising

has been intensively studied in the past several decades.
In general, single image denoising is an ill-posed inverse
problem. To resolve this challenge, most of the existing
image processing schemes assumed the availability of certain
prior knowledge about the noise, e.g., the noise model and
its parameters [2]–[4]. Knowing those noise parameters is
important because different parameter settings would often
lead to different treatments. Note that in the recent work,
Zhang et al. [5] proposed a deep convolutional neural net-
work based denoiser, which could handle Gaussian denoising
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without knowing the noise level. Essentially, this denoiser
achieved a trade-off among various noise levels, and as pointed
out in [5], the denoising performance can be further improved
if the noise prior is known. However, in practice, this infor-
mation is often unknown beforehand, which has motivated
researchers to develop effective noise estimation techniques.
As a crucial pre-step, noise estimation has been utilized
in many visual information processing tasks such as image
restoration [6], motion deblurring [7], image segmentation [8],
multimedia forgery detection [9], [10], and classification [11].

One of the most widely used noise models is zero-mean
i.i.d. additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN). It can well char-
acterize the signal-independent thermal and electrical noise.
In this model, the only parameter is the noise variance, which
can be accurately estimated by many existing noise estimation
methods, e.g., [12]–[16]. However, with the development of
digital camera image sensor, the signal-independent AWGN
can be effectively suppressed. Meanwhile, current camera
manufacturers are willing to pack more pixels into a small
sensor chip to obtain a high-resolution image, which requires
smaller pixel unit. The decrement of pixel size consequently
improves its sensitiveness to photon counting, which makes
the photon noise more severe than before. As a result, this
signal-dependent noise component is becoming a dominant
noise source for an image sensor [17]. To better under-
stand this situation, we illustrate the signal-dependent and
signal-independent noise in Fig.1-(b) and (c), respectively.
The signal-dependent noise shown in Fig.1-(b) is obtained
as follows. Firstly, we capture 90 images for an indoor
static scene, with fixed camera settings and the constant
lighting. The raw noisy image is given in Fig.1-(a). The
temporally averaged image of those 90 images is regarded
as the underlying ‘clean’ image. By subtracting this averaged
image from Fig.1-(a), we obtain the residual image Fig.1-(b).
As can be seen, the noise exhibits signal-dependent behavior
because the noise activity in the brighter regions (e.g., the
white characters in Fig.1-(a)) is much stronger than that of
the darker regions (e.g., the black background in Fig.1-(a)).
In comparison, we shoot one image in a totally dark room.
Since no light is recorded by the image sensor, the incurred
noise is attributed to the hardware circuits, which is mainly
influenced by the thermal condition of the camera. Fig.1-(c)
shows that the noise is evenly distributed in the spatial domain,
implying that the thermal noise is independent of the signal.
To perform high-quality filtering for the raw image generated
by an image sensor, it needs to assume a signal-dependent
noise model and estimate the model parameters.
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Fig. 1. Comparison between the signal-independent thermal/electrical
noise with the signal-dependent shot noise on a cropped real raw image
(green channel). (a) Real raw noisy image; (b) difference between the raw
image and the temporally averaged image, exhibiting that the noise is signal-
dependent; (c) the raw image captured in dark environment, and the incurred
noise is signal-independent. Zoom in for better visual comparison.

Compared with extensive works on signal-independent
noise estimation, the topic of estimating signal-dependent
image sensor noise is less studied. Generally, the existing
image sensor noise estimation methods can be categorized into
two classes: sample-fitting based and variance stabilization
transformation (VST) based. The sample-fitting based method
comprises two steps: 1) generating estimates for the intensity
level and its variance (data sample), and 2) fitting the noise
model with the data samples. Foi et al. [18] proposed a
Poissonian-Gaussian noise model for the sensor noise, where
the signal-dependent noise component was described by the
Poissonian part, and the signal-independent noise component
was modeled by the Gaussian part. To eliminate the negative
impact of strong image structures, wavelet decomposition was
employed to exclude the image edges. The noise estimation
was finally formulated as a maximum likelihood (ML) prob-
lem. Later on, Abramov et al. [19] observed that the data
samples typically appear in clusters. Utilizing this fact, they
developed the weighted least mean squared fitting scheme that
accounts for the cardinality of each cluster. Jeong et al. [20]
attempted to simplify the Poissonian-Gaussian noise model
to Gaussian-Gaussian, and estimate the model parameters
with the ordinary least square method. Uss et al. [21] sug-
gested to use a generic polynomial model to characterize the
dependence of the noise variance on the image signal. They
detected the most informative image regions, from where the
noise model parameters were estimated using ML approach.
Hwang et al. [22] investigated the noise distribution in the
spatial intensity difference domain and introduced the Skellam
distribution as the sensor noise model. They further showed
the linear relationship between the intensity and the Skellam
parameters, and estimated the noise statistics using the Skellam
parameters. More recently, Liu et al. [23] proposed to use
a generalized signal-dependent noise model to characterize
the noise. An iterative image patch selection procedure was

developed to select the homogeneous regions. The estimation
was then formulated as an optimization problem in ML sense.

Instead of estimating the parameters directly from the noisy
image, VST-based methods employ the VST to guide the
noise estimation. VST is a transform technique aiming to
stabilize the spatial signal-dependent noise to the conventional
AWGN in the transform domain. Notably, this transform
involves the true noise model parameters. Feeding the VST
inaccurate parameters would lead to abnormal noise behavior
in the transform domain. This phenomenon provides the hints
to choose the correct parameters. Pyatykh and Hesser [24]
devised a VST using an optimization procedure to transform
the input noisy image into an AWGN corrupted one. The
noise was analyzed and estimated by principal component
analysis (PCA) in the transform domain. A noise normality
measurement was introduced to guide the selection of the
noise model parameters. Mäkitalo and Foi [25] investigated the
effects caused by the mismatch between the estimated noise
model parameters with the true ones, and theoretically showed
the relationship between the parameter mismatch and the vari-
ance of the stabilized noisy signal. Eventually, they developed
an algorithm for estimating image sensor noise, by combing
the iterative VST and the noise estimation for AWGN.

Although most of the existing methods could effectively
perform estimation, none of them explicitly accounted for the
computational efficiency. Nowadays, as more and more image
processing algorithms are being deployed to the lightweight
resource-constrained mobile devices, the noise estimation, as a
pre-step of those image processing algorithms, should be
very fast. In this scenario, the computational efficiency of
a noise estimation method turns to be one of the primary
concerns. This motivates us to develop a both effective and
fast estimation method for image sensor noise.

In this work, we propose an effective and fast noise esti-
mation method for image sensor, based on the widely used
Poissonian-Gaussian noise model. The noise model parameters
are estimated via constrained WLS fitting on data samples,
each of which is generated from a group of weakly textured
patches. Specifically, we first show that, for a natural image,
a frequently occurred intensity level is very likely associated
with a weakly textured image patch. Based on this observation,
we design a fast scheme to select the weakly textured patches,
with the guidance of the image histogram. We then explicitly
account for the credibility of each sample by measuring the
texture strength of the grouped patches, in order to robustly
fit the data samples. The noise estimation is finally cast into a
constrained WLS optimization problem, which can be solved
efficiently. Extensive experiments show that our method is
much faster than the existing methods, while retaining the
state-of-the-art estimation performance. The main contribu-
tions of this work are summarized as follows:

• We find the relationship between the image histogram and
the patch texture strength, based on which we propose an
effective and fast algorithm to select the weakly textured
patches.

• We explicitly account for the credibility of each data
sample during the parameter fitting through a constrained
WLS optimization.
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Fig. 2. Block diagram of our proposed method.

• The proposed method can more accurately estimate the
noise parameters under the Poissonian-Gaussian model
with much lowered computational cost, compared with
the state-of-the-art techniques.

The rest of this paper is organized as follows. Section II
briefly reviews Poissonian-Gaussian noise model for image
sensor noise. We then present our proposed noise estimation
method in Section III, which consists of a fast weakly textured
patch selection scheme and a parameter estimation procedure
based on a constrained WLS optimization. The experimental
results on both synthetic noisy and real raw images are
provided in Section IV, and Section V concludes this work.

II. POISSONIAN-GAUSSIAN NOISE MODEL

In this section, we briefly review the Poissonian-Gaussian
noise model proposed by Foi et al. [18]. In the sequel,
the expectation and variance of a random variable X are
denoted by E(X) and var(X), respectively.

Suppose the number of incident photons of the light is λ.
Ideally, the image sensor should faithfully record this quantity.
However, in practice, due to the quantum nature of pho-
ton, the arrival of photons follows the Poisson distribution,
Ẋ ∼ P(λ), where Ẋ is the number of incident photons
over a certain exposure time. The sensor pixel unit receives
those photons and generates electrons. Then the output pixel
value can be expressed as X = a Ẋ , where the parameter a
depends on the sensor quantum efficiency and specific camera
settings (e.g., ISO). Statistically, The underlying clean pixel
can be computed as the expectation of the sensor output
pixel intensity x = E(X) = aλ. Further considering the
signal-independent noise part, an additive noise model can be
established as [18]

Y = X + E, (1)

where X and Y are the original and the observed noisy pixels,
respectively. E denotes the signal-independent noise compo-
nent, which mainly characterizes the thermal and electrical
noise contributed by hardware and circuits. This type of noise
is usually modeled as a zero-mean white Gaussian process,
i.e., E ∼ N (0, b), where the parameter b is the noise variance.
Noticing that var(X) = a2var(Ẋ) = a2λ = ax , we have

var(Y ) = a2λ+ b = ax + b. (2)

This equality shows that the noise variance of the observed
pixel linearly depends on the underlying clean pixel. The noise
level function (NLF) can then be defined as [18]

σ(x) �
√

ax + b. (3)

For a sufficiently large λ, the Poisson distribution P(λ) can
be well approximated by the heteroscedastic normal distribu-
tion N (λ, λ) [26]. Here, the heteroskedasticity of a distribution
indicates that the variance varies with the mean. Therefore,

X = a Ẋ ∼ N (aλ, a2λ) = N (x, ax). (4)

In this case, we have Y ∼ N (x, ax + b), which can be
alternatively expressed as [18]

Y = x +√ax + b · En = x + σ(x) · En, (5)

where En ∼ N (0, 1).
With the assumed noise model (5), the noise estimation

becomes to estimate the NLF parameters a and b simulta-
neously from a single raw image output by the image sensor.

III. PROPOSED IMAGE SENSOR NOISE

ESTIMATION METHOD

Recall that the design goal of our noise estimation method is
two-fold, i.e., effectiveness and efficiency. This design spirit
will be implemented in each step of the proposed method.
An overview of the proposed noise estimation method is
illustrated in Fig. 2. Given a noisy image, a number of patches
whose clean versions are possibly weakly textured are rapidly
selected, by using the method to be presented in Section III-A.
We then estimate the intensity level and its variance from
the selected patches, as will be detailed in Section III-B. The
noise model parameters are estimated via a constrained WLS
optimization, which will be described in Section III-C.

A. Image Histogram Guided Weakly Textured Patch Selection

Selecting the weakly textured image patches is crucial
for many state-of-the-art noise estimation methods [13], [14],
[18], [23]. This is because, in the weakly textured patches,
the noise is easy to be analyzed without the strong interference
of the intrinsic image signal. In Fig. 3, we give some exam-
ples of weakly textured patches as well as textured patches.
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Fig. 3. Comparison of the weakly textured image patches (top row) and the
textured image patches (bottom row). The accompanying number above each
patch is the texture strength computed by the method in [28].

Note that here the weakly textured is a generic term, not
only including smooth patches but also some slightly textured
patches. In some works, e.g., [23], [27], they iteratively
selected the weakly textured patches to perform noise esti-
mation. Such iterative procedure is computationally expen-
sive because the texture strength of all the patches must
be evaluated at each iteration. Another method proposed by
Foi et al. [18] collected the possible smooth regions by ana-
lyzing the wavelet coefficients in the local window. Although
this work can effectively select the weakly textured regions,
the experimental results have shown that it tends to aggres-
sively exclude the image structures. Consequently, [18] often
generates insufficient data samples to perform the reliable
parameter fitting.

Both Foi et al. [18] and Liu et al. [23] made the best
efforts to select the weakly textured patches in a greedy way,
which inevitably incurred a high computational burden. This
motivates us to seek an effective and fast strategy for selecting
the weakly textured image patches. In this work, we propose a
non-iterative, low-complexity scheme for selecting the weakly
textured patches, with the guidance of image histogram.
It shall be emphasized that the primary goal here is the algo-
rithmic efficiency. A comparable or slightly inferior selection
result is acceptable. A few textured patches are tolerated to
be selected. In fact, as will be shown in Subsection III-C,
the wrongly selected textured patches can be properly handled
by our proposed constrained WLS optimization procedure.

In the next, we first empirically investigate the relationship
between the image histogram and the patch texture strength,
and then show that the image histogram can be utilized to
effectively select the potential weakly textured image patches.
The intuition motivating us to develop the patch selection
scheme guided by the image histogram is as follows. Firstly,
we observe that, for the homogeneous region of a natural
image, only a few intensity levels frequently occur. This
inspires us to investigate the statistical relationship between
the intensity level occurrence (i.e., image histogram) with the
patch texture strength. Secondly, image histogram is easy and
fast to be computed, which could significantly reduce the
computational cost.

As a good starting point, we first examine the clean image,
and then discuss the noisy image case. Given a clean image X,
we use X[i ] to index its i th pixel. The image patch pi associ-
ated with i th pixel is defined as the squared patch centered by
the i th pixel. The patch texture strength is denoted by ξ(pi ),
where ξ(·) is a texture strength estimator to distinguish the
weakly textured patches from the highly textured ones. In our
experiments, we use the estimator proposed in [28].

1) Image Histogram and Patch Texture Strength: To inves-
tigate the relationship between the image histogram and the
patch texture strength, we shall answer the following question:
for a given intensity level x , what is the probability of its
associated patch p coming from a weakly textured region?

We first extract all possible overlapping patches from a
given image by sliding a squared window pixel-by-pixel. This
yields a patch set {pi }Ni=1, where N is the total number of
patches. By computing the texture strength for each patch,
the set {ξ(pi )}Ni=1 can be obtained accordingly. Then the afore-
mentioned question is equivalent to examining the conditional
probability Pr(ξ(p) < τ | x), where τ is a threshold to
distinguish the weakly textured patch from the highly textured
one. In our experiments, we set τ = median({ξ(pi )}Ni=1). This
setting implies that only half of the patch set is regarded as
weakly textured.

According to the Bayes rule, the conditional probability
Pr(ξ(p) < τ | x) can be rewritten as

Pr(ξ(p) < τ | x) = Pr(ξ(p) < τ, x)

Pr(x)
. (6)

For the image with finite pixel elements, it is practical to use
the frequency to approximate the probability. Then we have

Pr(x) ≈ h(x)

N
, (7)

where h(·) is the image histogram function whose input is an
intensity level, and the output is the number of occurrences of
the input intensity level. Formally, h(·) can be expressed as

h(x) =
∣
∣
∣

{

i | X[i ] = x
}
∣
∣
∣, (8)

where |·| returns the cardinality of the input set.
Similarly, we can approximate the joint probability

Pr(ξ(p) < τ, x) in (6) by

Pr(ξ(p) < τ, x) ≈
∣
∣
∣

{

i | ξ(pi ) < τ, X[i ] = x
}
∣
∣
∣

N
. (9)

Plugging (7) and (9) into (6), we have

Pr(ξ(p) < τ | x) ≈
∣
∣
∣

{

i | ξ(pi ) < τ, X[i ] = x
}
∣
∣
∣

h(x)
. (10)

Instead of examining all intensity levels, we only select the
intensity levels with high occurrences, for which the approxi-
mations in (7) and (9) are more reliable. Specifically, we sort
the image histogram bins in a descending order, and select the
intensity levels associated with the first several highest bins.
With the selected intensity levels, the empirical conditional
probability (10) can be calculated for each individual intensity
level. We then plot the scatter-plot of the empirical conditional
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Fig. 4. An example for the image histogram guided weakly textured patch selection. (a) Original image. (b) Image histogram of (a). (c) Histogram for the
selected intensity levels. (d) Empirical conditional probability (i.e., the portion of the weakly textured patch) computed by (10), and the index corresponds to
the intensity level associated with the selected bin in (c) (sorted the occurrences in descending order). (e) The selected patches are labeled in green.

Fig. 5. The histogram for the linear correlation coefficients of the fitting lines
on the UCID-v2 corpus. The red line denotes the correlation coefficients = 0.

probability versus the intensity level, which could help us to
discover their statistical relationship. In addition, the patches
associated with the selected intensity levels are also selected,
so as to illustrate the selected image regions.

For better understanding, we take a typical natural image
(see Fig. 4-(a)) as a concrete example. The histogram for
the original image is shown in Fig. 4-(b). As can be seen,
the histogram is highly skewed, and some intensity levels
occur more often than others. Fig. 4-(c) shows the selected first
50 highest bins of image histogram. In Fig. 4-(d), the scatter-
plot of the empirical conditional probability versus the inten-
sity level is illustrated, from which we can observe that the
empirical conditional probability is generally decreasing with
respect to the sorted histogram bin, except a few outliers.
To further quantitatively characterize this trend, we fit the
data points with a simple line model using the ordinary
least squares. As shown in Fig. 4-(d), the fitted line clearly
shows this decreasing trend. Fig. 4-(e) illustrates the patches
corresponding to the selected intensity levels. One can see
that the majority of the selected regions belong to smooth
(e.g., the snow ground), while the excluded regions are mainly
image structures or complex details (e.g., the far forest and the
furs of bear).

This observation inspires us to conjecture that the frequently
occurred intensity level is often associated with a weakly
textured patch. To further validate this, we conduct experi-
ments on an image set UCID-v2 corpus [29], which contains
1338 natural images. As shown in Fig. 5, the majority (86.7%)
of the correlation coefficients of the fitting lines are negative.

Quantitatively, the averaged correlation coefficient is −0.504.
The negativity of this statistic again demonstrates the decreas-
ing trend. Based on aforementioned observations, we can
reasonably make the following assumption: for a natural
image, it is more likely to retrieve a weakly textured patch
from the region that is associated with a frequently occurred
intensity level. Note that the image discussed here is a clean
image. In the next, we will adapt this assumption to the noisy
image case, and then use it to guide the selection of weakly
textured patches.

2) Weakly Textured Patch Selection on Noisy Image:
Clearly, the assumption above cannot be directly applied
to noisy image cases. This is because the image histogram
computed on a noisy image could greatly deviate from that
of the clean image. To solve this problem, we propose to
approximate the original image histogram with the histogram
of local mean values. This strategy is reasonable because nat-
ural image signal typically exhibits piecewise stationarity [1],
which implies the underlying clean pixel can be approximated
by averaging its local neighbors.

More technically, for a given noisy image of size W×H , its
dynamic range is first normalized into [0, 1]. A patch matrix P
is then formed by sliding s× s squared window pixel-by-pixel
over the entire image, which yields

P = [p1, p2, . . . , pN ] ∈ R
M×N , (11)

where pi ∈ R
M is the vectorized version of the i th patch, and

M = s × s denotes the dimension of a patch; N = (W − s +
1)× (H − s + 1) is the total number of patches. The sample
mean for each patch is then computed individually as

mi = 1

M

M
∑

j=1

pi [ j ], (12)

where j indexes the j th pixel of a patch. Those sample
mean values are collectively grouped into a vector m =
[m1, m2, . . . , mN ]T , where T denotes the transpose operator.
We then compute the histogram of m with a fixed quantization
step � as follows

h = hist(m,�), (13)

where the function hist(·, ·) computes each element of the
output histogram vector h as

h[k] =
∣
∣
∣{i | �mi/�� = k}

∣
∣
∣, for k = 1, 2, . . . , 1/�. (14)
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Fig. 6. Comparison of the selected region (labeled in green) between the original image and the noisy one. From left to the right: (a) original image;
(b) the selected regions for original image; (c)(d) and (e) are the selected regions for synthetic noisy with noise parameter settings (a = 0.12, b = 0.022),
(a = 0.22, b = 0.042) and (a = 0.42, b = 0.082), respectively.

Here, �·� rounds the input to its nearest integer, and �
is set according to the bit-depth of the given image, e.g.,
� = 1/(28 − 1) for an 8-bit grayscale image. The output
histogram vector h stores the number of occurrences for each
intensity level. Because this histogram is computed on local
mean values, h can be regarded as a reasonable approximation
for the original clean image histogram.

Our assumption suggests that the weakly textured patch is
very likely associated with the frequently occurred intensity
level. Therefore, instead of using all the intensity levels,
we select the intensity levels whose occurrences are larger
than a threshold t . The selected indices of intensity level then
form a set

I = {

k | h[k] ≥ t
}

. (15)

In this work, the threshold t is set as the p-quantile of h, and
the parameter p is set as 0.5. The experimental justification
for this setting can be found in Section IV-F. As a byproduct,
selecting the intensity levels with large occurrences would also
facilitate our following intensity level estimation. According
to the law of large numbers, the sample mean will converge
towards the expected value as the growth of the sample
size [30]. It is preferable to make an estimate from a large-
sized sample set.

To demonstrate the effectiveness of the proposed strategy,
Fig. 6 shows two examples tested with different noise para-
meter settings. One can see that the selection result for the
noisy image is similar to that of the clean one. Most of the
weakly textured regions selected on the clean image are also
correctly selected in the noisy image case. For a more detailed
inspection, it can be found that the proposed strategy tends to
select the weakly textured regions in a conservative way; it
rejects some seemingly smooth regions in the noisy image
(e.g., the feather of the swan). Meanwhile, a few textured
regions are also wrongly selected (e.g., the mountain surface
behind the white dragon statute). However, those selected tex-
tured regions can be well handled by our proposed constrained
WLS optimization procedure to be presented in Section III-C.
It is also worth noting that our proposed patch selection is
easy and fast to be computed, as it only involves simple

histogram and thresholding operations (see (14) and (15)).
In conclusion, our proposed patch selection strategy could pro-
duce reasonably good selection results; but in a very efficient
way. Prepared with those selected weakly textured patches,
the noise can be easily analyzed without the interference of the
image signal. Thus, we are now ready to estimate the intensity
level and its variance.

B. Estimate the Intensity Level and Its Variance

In the noise level function (3), there are two unknown
parameters, a and b, to be estimated. If we know a number of
intensity level x and its variance σ 2, i.e., the data sample pair
(x, σ 2), the parameters a, b can then be estimated from those
samples using fitting algorithms. Hence, it needs to obtain the
estimates of x and σ 2 from the given noisy image. To tackle
this problem, we propose to estimate the intensity level and
its variance from the clustered patches, which will be detailed
as follows.

For each index k in the intensity level index set I defined
in (15), its corresponding intensity level is xk = k�. We can
cluster the patches whose sample mean values fall into the
quantization bin xk , i.e.,

Pk =
{

pi

∣
∣
∣ mi ∈

[

xk − �

2
, xk + �

2

)}

, (16)

where mi is the sample mean of patch pi defined in (12).
Our proposed patch selection strategy suggests that, for each
patch belonging to Pk , its underlying clean version can be
reasonably assumed to be homogeneous. Then the kth pixel
intensity can be estimated by

x̂k = 1

|Pk|
∑

i:pi∈Pk

mi . (17)

Remind that, in the noise model (5), the noisy pixel Y
can be modeled as a heteroscedastic Gaussian distribution
N (x, ax + b). By further assuming the piecewise stationarity
of the image signal, we have mi ∼ N (xk, σ

2
k /M), where M is

the dimension of the vectorized patch. Then, the distribution
of x̂k can be readily derived as x̂k ∼ N (xk,

1
M |Pk |σ

2
k ), Clearly,
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with the increment of M and the cardinality of Pk , the estimate
x̂k could be more accurate.

In the following, we estimate the variance of intensity level
xk from the patch set Pk . One straightforward way is to
directly compute the sample variance of the patch in Pk .
However, this method would generally overestimate the vari-
ance because the structured image signal can be mixed with
the noise. Instead of analyzing the noise in the spatial domain,
inspired by the works [13], [14], we suggest to analyze the
noise in the linear transform domain, in which the noise can
be well separated from the image signal. The effectiveness
of this method relies on the following observation. For a
natural image, the intrinsic dimension of an image patch is
much smaller than the original one [13], [31]. This implies
that, in the transform domain, the energy of high (low)-
frequency bands are dominated by the noise (image signal).
Thus, the noise variance can be estimated from the high-
frequency bands.

Specifically, for a clean homogeneous patch c, assuming all
pixels of this patch are c, and its noisy patch is p. According
to NLF model (3), the noise variance linearly depends on the
pixel intensity level. Thus, the noise variance across the patch
is a constant. By denoting this constant as σ 2

n , we have σ 2
n �

σ 2(c) = ac + b. Further considering the noise model (5),
the noisy patch p can be regarded as corrupted by AWGN

p = c + n, (18)

where n ∼ N (0, σ 2
n I), and I denotes the identity matrix.

We then perform a linear transform on p

dT
j p

︸︷︷︸

p j

= dT
j c

︸︷︷︸

c j

+ dT
j n

︸︷︷︸

n j

, (19)

where d j denotes the j th basis vector from a complete
orthonormal base matrix D = [d1, d2, . . . , dM ] ∈ R

M×M .
Here, p j , c j , and n j are the responses of p, c and n in the j th
bandpass channel, respectively. In this work, out of algorithmic
efficiency concern, we adopt the conventional DCT transform,
whose base matrix D can be pre-computed. Compared with
the data-adaptive linear transform PCA, the fixed DCT could
considerably save the computational cost, as it does not require
the computation of the covariance matrix and the eigenvalue
decomposition [32].

Due to the orthonormality of D, the noise term n j can be
treated as a random variable following a zero-mean Gaussian
distribution, i.e., n j ∼ N (0, σ 2

n ). As x j and n j are indepen-
dent, from (19) we have

var(p j ) = var(c j )+ var(n j ). (20)

Recall that the energy of a clean image signal mainly con-
centrates on the low-frequency bands and less resides on the
high-frequency bands. The response coefficient c j is typically
zero for the highest-frequency band, i.e., for j = M , c j ≈ 0.
We can now rewrite (20) as

var(pM ) = var(nM ) = σ 2
n . (21)

The noise variance associated with the intensity level xk

can then be estimated as the sample variance of the transform

Fig. 7. Patch selection results for an image with large textured regions.
(a) Original image. (b) (c) and (d) are the selection results for the noisy
images that are synthesized with parameter settings (a = 0.12, b = 0.022),
(a = 0.22 , b = 0.042) and (a = 0.42, b = 0.082), respectively.

coefficients on the last basis vector dM . More concretely, for
patch p(i) ∈ Pk , its transform coefficient on the last band is
denoted by p(i)

M = dT
M p(i). Note that the superscript (i) indexes

the i th patch in the set Pk . Then the sample variance can be
calculated as follows

σ̂ 2
k =

1

|Pk | − 1

|Pk |∑

i=1

(

p(i)
M − p̄M

)2
, (22)

where

p̄M = 1

|Pk|
|Pk |∑

i=1

p(i)
M . (23)

In the above, we have estimated the intensity level x̂k

and its variance σ̂ 2
k . This estimation procedure is repeated

for k = 1, 2, . . . , |I|. It finally forms a set of data sample
pairs

{

(x̂k, σ̂
2
k )

}|I|
k=1. In the next subsection, based on this set,

we estimate the noise model parameters via constrained WLS.

C. Noise Estimation Via Constrained WLS

Upon the collection of
{

(x̂k, σ̂
2
k )

}|I|
k=1, we now estimate

the noise model parameters a and b. One possible solution
is to use the fitting techniques such as the ordinary least
squares or some robust regression methods (e.g., robustfit in
MATLAB [33]). However, we find that some textured patches
are unintentionally included. This situation becomes more
evident for the images with large textured regions. In general,
those included highly textured patches would violate the
piecewise stationarity of natural images, which consequently
biases the estimation (17) and (22). To see this, we take
an image with textured regions as an example. As shown
in Fig. 7, although most of the smooth regions (e.g., the sky)
are effectively selected, and most of the highly textured regions
(e.g., the rocks on the right) are excluded, some textured
patches (e.g., the mountain surface) are also selected. This
observation suggests that the data sample has different
credibility. The data samples estimated from relatively smooth
regions are more reliable than the ones from highly textured
regions. However, the conventional fitting techniques totally
neglect this vital information. To improve the estimation
accuracy, we propose to account for the credibility of each
data sample and explicitly incorporate this information into
the fitting procedure.
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Specifically, let u = [x̂1, x̂2, . . . , x̂|I|]T , and denote U =
[u, 1], where 1 is a column vector with all elements ones.
Further denote v = [σ̂ 2

1 , σ̂ 2
2 , . . . , σ̂ 2

|I|]T , and x = [a, b]T . The
noise model parameter estimation can then be formulated as
the following constrained WLS optimization problem

x̂ = arg min
x
‖W(Ux − v)‖22

Subject to: x > 0, (24)

where W is a diagonal weighting matrix, and each entry
W[k, k] reflects the credibility of the estimate (x̂k, σ̂

2
k ). The

setting of W will be discussed shortly. The constraint is
adopted here to reflect the non-negativity of the parameters
a and b. This optimization can be readily identified as a con-
strained linear least-squares problem, which can be efficiently
solved by utilizing the off-the-shelf optimization routines,
e.g., MATLAB function lsqlin.

Let us go back and discuss the setting of W. The intuition of
our setting is simple: the credibility of data sample computing
from weakly textured patches should be high, and thus large
weights ought to be assigned. By contrast, the weight for data
sample that is generated from highly textured patches should
be small. In this light, we can set the weights by taking into
account the texture strength of patches.

To measure the texture strength of an image patch,
we employ the gradient covariance matrix-based scheme [28]
due to its high efficiency. For an image patch q, its gradient
matrix G ∈ R

M×2 is defined by

G = [Fhq, Fvq], (25)

where Fh and Fv are M × M Toeplitz matrices [34] derived
from the horizontal and vertical derivative operators, respec-
tively. The texture strength of the patch p can be computed by

ξ(q) = Tr(GGT ) = qT (FT
h Fh + FT

v Fv )q, (26)

where Tr(·) is the trace operator. Obviously, for a clean plain
patch, its texture strength is zero. However, for the noisy image
patch, both intrinsic image signals and noise could contribute
to the texture strength. To investigate the impact of noise on
texture strength, we examine the noisy patch whose clean
version is a clean plain patch. Actually, it needs to calculate
the texture strength of the noisy patch p defined in (18).
Notice that the texture strength of a clean plain patch is zero,
i.e., ξ(c) = 0. We can show

ξ(p) = ξ(c)+ ξ(n) = nT (FT
h Fh + FT

v Fv )n. (27)

Note that n is the noise term defined in (18), which has
n ∼ N (0, σ 2

n I). In practice, ξ(n) can be well approx-
imately modeled with Gamma distribution, i.e., ξ(n) ∼
Gamma(α, β) [23], [35]. Here, α and β are shape para-
meter and scale parameters, respectively, which are given
by [14], [35]

α = M

2
, β = 2σ 2

n

M
Tr(FT

h Fh + FT
v Fv ). (28)

Algorithm 1 Estimate the Noise Parameter a and b

To determine the weight contributed by an observed noisy
patch q, we compute its likelihood coming from a plain patch,
which can be expressed as

L(q) = ξ(q)α−1

	(α)βα
exp

(

−ξ(q)

β

)

. (29)

However, the parameter β involves the underlying true noise
variance σ 2

n , which is unknown. Therefore, we use the esti-
mated σ̂ 2

k to replace it when computing the weights of data
sample (x̂k, σ̂

2
k ). Furthermore, notice that the data sample

(x̂k, σ̂
2
k ) is estimated from the patch set Pk , which often

consists of more than one patch. It needs to aggregate the
likelihoods associated with all patches from Pk into a single
scalar. Therefore, we calculate the median of the likelihoods
of all the patches in Pk as the weight of (x̂k, σ̂

2
k )

W[k, k] � median
q∈Pk

(L(q)). (30)

Finally, this weight is normalized into [0, 1] as follows

W[k, k] ← W[k, k]
∑|I|

k=1 W[k, k]
. (31)

Note that W can be computed efficiently from the implemen-
tation perspective, as seen from (29) to (31). The whole of our
proposed image sensor noise estimation method is summarized
in Algorithm 1.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. Experiment Setup

The algorithmic parameters of our method are set as fol-
lows: the patch size s = 5, the quantization step � =
1/(2B − 1) for B-bit depth images, and the quantile p = 0.5.
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TABLE I

COMPARISON OF ESTIMATION ACCURACY (N-RMSE) ON THE NOISE-FREE TEST IMAGE SET [36] AND THE WATERLOO EXPLORATION DATABASE [37].
EACH N-RMSE VALUE IS AN AVERAGE OVER 10 NOISE REALIZATIONS, ALONG WITH THE STD OF THOSE REALIZATIONS. THE BEST RESULTS

ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD

The performance for estimation accuracy is measured by the
normalized root mean squared error (N-RMSE) [25] between
the estimated NLF σ̂ (·) and the ground-truth one σT (·), which
is defined as

φ(σ̂ (·), σT (·)) �
(

B
∑

k=0

hn(k�)

(

σ̂ (k�)− σT (k�)
)2

σ 2
T (k�)

) 1
2

,

(32)

where hn(·) is the normalized histogram of the original clean
image. Clearly, smaller N-RMSE indicates better performance.

In the following experiments, we first evaluate and compare
our method with the state-of-the-art works on both synthetic
and real raw images. Then the practical usage of our method
is demonstrated with the image denoising application. Finally,
the results of the computational complexity are provided.

B. Estimation Results on Synthetic Noisy Images

We test our proposed method on synthetic noisy images
with the simulated noises. The ground-truth clean images are
from Noise-Free Test Image Set [36]. This set consists of
16 images of size 704 × 469, which includes a variety of
natural scenes, e.g., architecture, portrait, and natural plants.
All the images were captured with good lighting condition
and low ISO settings. Four representative test images are
shown in Fig. 8. Moreover, to test the proposed method
on more natural images, we randomly select 500 pristine
images from the recent Waterloo Exploration Database [37],
which includes scenes of human, animal, plant, cityscape,
landscape, still-life and transportation. The noise is simulated
using the noise model (5). In our experiments, three parameter
settings (a = 0.12, b = 0.022), (a = 0.22, b = 0.042) and
(a = 0.42, b = 0.082) are used to generate low, medium and
high level noises, respectively.

Fig. 8. Images from the Noise-Free Test Image Set [36].

Our method is compared with three state-of-the-art works:
sample-fitting based methods [18], [23], the VST-based
method [24]. Moreover, to validate the superiority of our
proposed constrained WLS optimization in the fitting stage,
we replace this WLS procedure with two conventional fitting
techniques, i.e., 1) the ordinary least squares (OLS) and 2) the
MATLAB function robustfit, which could also perform robust
fitting. The parameters of robustfit are set as recommended.
We refer these two variations of our method as Ours(OLS)
and Ours(RBF), respectively. To avoid confusion, our method
is distinctly referred as Ours(WLS) in this subsection.

The comparison results are tabulated in Table I. First,
we compare Ours(WLS) with Ours(RBF) and Ours(OLS).
It can be seen that Ours(WLS) always achieves the superior
performance, which is evident from the lower N-RMSE and
standard deviation (STD). The improvement is more pro-
nounced for the low noise level case (a = 0.12, b = 0.022).
Take the image Computer as an example, Ours(RBF) yields
the N-RMSE 0.061 with STD 0.010, and Ours(OLS) yields the
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N-RMSE 0.083 with STD 0.007, while Ours(WLS) achieves
a much lower N-RMSE 0.014 with STD 0.005. This compar-
ison validates that the utilization of our designed weighting
matrix is better than simply performing the conventional
OLS or robust fitting.

Furthermore, compared with [23], both Ours(WLS),
Ours(OLS) and Ours(RBF) constantly achieve better perfor-
mance on all test images for all the noise levels. Compared
with VST-based method [24], both Ours(OLS) and Ours(RBF)
produce comparable or slightly inferior results at low noise
level, while providing more accurate and stable estimation
results for medium and large noise levels. Instead, Ours(WLS)
outperforms [24] at a large margin for all noise levels, espe-
cially for the heavy noise case. When comparing with the state-
of-the-art sample-fitting based method [18], Ours(OLS) and
Ours(RBF) yield comparable estimation results for medium
and heavy noise cases; but with inferior performance some-
times for the low noise case. Comparatively, Ours(WLS)
outperforms the work [18] remarkably for the low and medium
noise cases. For the heavy noise case, Ours(WLS) generally
retains better estimation performance, and only one slightly
inferior case is observed.

C. Estimation Results on Real Raw Images

To validate the effectiveness of our method on real raw
images, we first build the ground-truth noise level curve as the
reference. To this end, we empirically compute the ground-
truth noise level curve from a sequential still images. Note
that the similar strategy to compute the ground-truth noise
level curve has also been practiced in [23] and [38]. Because
this curve is computed temporally, we shall call it temporal
estimation. By contrast, our method estimates the parameters
from the single raw image using the spatial patch selection, and
hence we refer it as spatial estimation. It is expected that the
spatial estimation is consistent with the temporal estimation.

In more detail, to obtain a sequence of images, we shoot
still indoor scenes with good constant lighting, fixed capturing
position and camera settings (e.g., ISO, exposure time). Under
this circumstance, the noise that is irrelevant to the camera
itself can be suppressed, and any variation of the pixel values
across the image sequence is attributed to the effect of image
sensor noise. In our experiments, we capture and retrieve
K = 90 raw images from both professional digital single-lens
reflex (DSLR) camera and consumer mobile phone camera.
For the DSLR, we use Nikon D90 with ISO 1600, exposure
time 1/30s. For the mobile phone camera, we use OnePlus 3T
with ISO 1600, exposure time 1/25s.

The whole procedure to build the ground-truth noise level
curve is given in Algorithm 2. Note that this procedure is
performed for each color channel separately. From line 1 to 6,
it computes the sample mean and STD for a specific pixel
location through the image sequence. This results in the
averaged image M and STD image S. Here the operator (·).2
computes the element-wise square of the input. In line 7,
the pixel values in the averaged image M are divided into L
disjoint uniform bins (L = 100 for Nikon D90 and L = 50 for
OnePlus 3T). The bin boundaries are stored as e, i.e., the pixel

Algorithm 2 Build the Ground-Truth Noise Level Curve

Fig. 9. The raw and the averaged image of the captured image sequence
(green channel). (a)-(b) The raw and the averaged image obtained from One-
Plus 3T. (c)-(d) The raw and the averaged image obtained from Nikon D90.
Part of the image (red rectangle) is enlarged for better visual comparison.

value in the interval (e[k], e[k+1]] is assigned to the kth bin.
From line 8 to 12, the estimates of the intensity level and its
STD are calculated. Specifically, in line 9, the pixel locations
whose intensity levels are in the same bin are clustered into
the same location set. Constrained by this set, line 10 and 11
estimate the intensity level and its STD by computing the
median of M and S. Finally, in line 13, the ground-truth
noise level curve f can be plotted using the data samples
(ũk, σ̃k), k = 1, 2, . . . , L.

Fig. 9 shows the raw images from the captured image
sequence for OnePlus 3T and Nikon D90, respectively. It can
be seen that the noise inevitably incurred in the captured raw
image, while the noise can be effectively suppressed in the
averaged image (zoom in for better visual comparison).

Fig. 10 illustrates our estimated NLF along with the ground-
truth noise level curve. We can see that the NLF estimated
by our method is comparable with that of the ground-truth
one. This validates the effectiveness of our proposed method.
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Fig. 10. Estimation results on the real raw images. From left to right: estimation results for the red, green and blue color channels, respectively. From top
to bottom: estimation results for OnePlus 3T and Nikon D90, respectively. The results for Pyatykh and Hesser [24], Foi et al. [18] and Liu et al. [23] are
also included for comparison.

TABLE II

COMPARISON OF N-RMSE ON REAL RAW IMAGES. IN EACH CELL,
THE FIRST NUMBER IS FOR ONEPLUS 3T, AND THE SECOND IS

FOR NIKON D90. THE BEST RESULTS ARE
HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD

For comparison, the estimation results produced by the com-
peting methods [18], [23], [24] are also provided. As can be
seen, the VST-based method [24] tends to produce underesti-
mates for all three color channels, while [23] is more likely
to give overestimates, especially in the red and blue channel.
Compared with the state-of-the-art work [18], our method
yields similar estimation results.

Quantitatively, we compute the N-RMSE of the estimated
NLF against the ground-truth one for three image chan-
nels. As shown in Table II, our method generally yields
more accurate estimation results with lower N-RMSE’s. The
only exception occurs for the green channel of OnePlus 3T,
where the best estimation result is attained by [18] with
N-RMSE 0.174, while our method produces slightly inferior
result with N-RMSE 0.178.

D. Application to Image Denoising

Image denoising is one direct application of our method.
In this subsection, we show that the incorporation of the accu-
rately estimated NLF could boost the denoising performance.
Although there exist many sophisticated denoising filters,
Non-local Means (NLM) filter [2] is one of the most famous

and fundamental ones. We adopt it in the following denoising
experiments. Mathematically, NLM performs denoising in a
patch-wise fashion

p̂ =
∑

q∈�
w(p, q) · q, (33)

where p and p̂ are the current noisy patch and its denoised
patch, respectively. q is the matching patch which is searched
in a restricted neighborhood region �. w(p, q) characterizes
the weight contributed by q, which is set as

w(p, q) = exp

(

−‖p− q‖2
g2

)

, (34)

where g is the parameter controlling the filtering strength,
which is typically set according to the noise level. For AWGN,
this parameter is a constant throughout the whole image.
However, for the Poissonian-Gaussian noise model, the noise
level is dependent on signal and varies from patch to
patch. To account for this, we propose to adaptively set this
parameter according to our estimated noise level function,
which reads

g(p) = σ̂ (m p) =
√

âm p + b̂, (35)

where m p is the sample mean of patch p, and â, b̂ are the
estimated parameters of NLF.

The denoising experiments are first conducted on all
500 images from BSD500 [39] for both low, medium and
heavy noises. The quality of the denoised image is mea-
sured by PSNR. For comparison, the conventional NLM is
also tested as a baseline. Since it only accepts a single
filtering strength parameter h, we set it as σavg , which is
calculated by averaging the ground-truth noise levels for all
intensity levels. Fig. 11 shows the histogram of the PSNR
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Fig. 11. Denoising PSNR gains using our estimated noise parameters, compared with using a single noise level parameter σavg . The denoising is conducted
on BSD500 with NLM denoiser. From left to right: the histograms of PSNR gain for noise parameter settings (a = 0.12, b = 0.022), (a = 0.22, b = 0.042)
and (a = 0.42, b = 0.082), respectively. The red line denotes the PSNR Gain = 0.

Fig. 12. Comparison of denoising results using VST-BM3D denoiser [40] with different noise parameters. (a) Original image Street from [36]. (b) Part
of image (red rectangle) enlarged. (c) Noisy version of (b) with noise parameter (a = 0.42, b = 0.082), PSNR = 11.73dB. (d) True noise parameter +
VST-BM3D, PSNR = 25.30dB. (e) [18] + VST-BM3D, N-RMSE = 0.0057, 25.29dB. (f) [23] + VST-BM3D, N-RMSE = 0.1951, PSNR = 22.98dB.
(g) [24] + VST-BM3D, N-RMSE = 0.0528, PSNR = 25.24dB. (h) Ours + VST-BM3D, N-RMSE = 0.0041, PSNR = 25.32dB.

gain by incorporating NLF into NLM when compared with
the conventional NLM. One can observe that the usage of our
proposed setting (35) could generally improve the denoising
performance, for the majority of PSNR gains are larger than 0
(the bins on the right side of the red line). Quantitatively,
the incorporation of our estimated NLF averagely improves the
PSNR at 0.244 dB,0.242 dB and 0.243 dB for low, medium
and heavy noise cases, respectively.

Furthermore, we evaluate our method with a more sophisti-
cated denoising filter proposed by Mäkitalo and Foi [40]. This
denoising scheme can be compactly expressed as

X̂ = F−1(D(F(Y))), (36)

where Y and X̂ are the noisy and denoised images, respec-
tively; F is the forward VST function, which could stabilize
the noise to AWGN with unit variance in the transform
domain; D is an AWGN denoiser, e.g., BM3D [3]; F−1 is the
inverse VST function, which amounts to convert the denoised
image back to the original pixel domain. In [40], the forward

and inverse VST functions are derived as

F(x) = 2

(
x

a
+ 3

8
+ b

a2

) 1
2

, F−1(x) = 1

4
x2 − 1

8
− b

a2 .

It can be seen that both F and F−1 require the noise
parameters a and b. Thus, the noise parameters would impact
the final denoising performance.

In our experiments, the noise model parameters a and b
are estimated by the proposed method, and then fed into F
and F−1 to perform forward and inverse transform accord-
ingly. As recommended by [40], the BM3D is chosen as
the denoiser D. Hereafter, we refer this denoising method as
VST-BM3D.

As an example, Fig. 12 presents the denoising results
for Street. One can observe that our estimator always
generates more accurate noise parameters than the competing
estimators [18], [23], [24]. As expected, our estimate leads
to a higher PSNR. In the visual inspection for the results
of Street, all methods could effectively filter out the noise
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Fig. 13. Denoise a real raw image (green channel) from mobile phone OnePlus 3T camera. Part of the image and its denoised result are enlarged for better
visual comparison. (a) The averaged image, which is treated as the clean image. (b) One of the real noisy raw image, PSNR = 29.65 dB. (c) [18]+VST-BM3D,
PSNR = 40.69 dB. (d) [23]+VST-BM3D, PSNR = 40.48 dB. (e) [24] +VST-BM3D, PSNR = 38.42 dB. (f) Ours +VST-BM3D, PSNR = 40.77 dB.

for the plain regions. However, [23] greatly over-smooths the
image structures (e.g., the window), while [24] retains some
noise near the edges (e.g., the window frames). Compared
with [18], our method leads to comparable denoising results
with subtle difference in some plain regions (e.g., the wall
nearby the window). Both the results of [18] and ours are
almost identical to the one that is denoised with the true
noise parameters. It is worth noting that the best denoising
performance is not always attained by feeding the true noise
model parameters. For instance, in denoising image Street,
our estimates generate denoised PSNR 25.32 dB, while the
true noise parameters yield slightly inferior results 25.30 dB.
This phenomenon in blind image denoising has been pointed
out by [14] and [23]. However, a thorough discussion of this
problem is beyond the scope of this work.

Finally, we apply our method to real raw image denoising
with VST-BM3D. Fig. 13 shows the denoising results for the
green channel of the noisy raw image presented in Fig. 9-(a).
For better visual comparison, part of the original and the
restored image is enlarged. One could see that the noises in
plain regions are greatly suppressed, while the image structures
are well preserved. In comparison, our method yields the best
PSNR results. Compared with [24], the inaccurate estima-
tion would degrade the final denoising results. As shown,
a lot of noises remain in the plain regions. However, both
Foi et al. [18] and Liu et al. [23] could also help VST-BM3D
to remove noise, and the visual quality of their denoised
images is comparable to that of ours.

E. Computational Complexity

One prominent merit of our method is the low computa-
tional cost. It could run up to nearly 1000 times faster than
some of the existing works.

Firstly, we theoretically analyze our proposed Algorithm 1,
and show that it runs in O(N) time, where N is the

number of pixels of the given image. From line 1 to 3 of
Algorithm 1, the time spent by the procedure of collecting
patches, computing the sample mean of each patch and
computing the histogram is proportional to N . Denote it as
c1 N . For line 4, selecting indices of the histogram takes a
constant time c2. From line 5 to 9, the time spent by the
intensity level estimation is proportional to the number of
selected patches, which can be denoted as αc3 N . Here the
portion of the selected patches is denoted by α. For the
variance estimation, it is not only proportional to the number
of the select patches, but also the dimension of the vectorized
patch. The time cost can thus be expressed as αs2c4 N ,
where s is the patch size. In line 10, the computation of the
weighting matrix is proportional to the size of the vectorized
patch, i.e., s2c5. The cost of the last line 11, solving the
constrained WLS optimization, is a constant c6. Putting all the
aforementioned cost together, the complexity of Algorithm 1
is (c1 + α + αc3 + αs2c4)N + c2 + s2c5 + c6. Because the
patch size s is set as a constant in experiments, Algorithm 1
takes linear amortized time O(N).

We further test our method in MATLAB on a PC with
Intel Core i5-4570 3.2 GHz CPU and 8G RAM. For fair
comparison, the competing methods are also tested in the
same environment. Obviously, the size of image affects the
computational time. In our experiments, we would also like to
investigate the other two factors, i.e., the noise strength and
the image content, which may influence the time cost as well.

First, we fix the image content and examine how the
time cost varies with the image size and the noise strength,
respectively. As an example, the test image Street of the
original size 704×469 is used. To generate image of different
size but with the same content, the original image is resized
with downscaling factor 0.5, and upscaling factor 2 using
the state-of-the-art image resizing method FSRCNN [41]. The
results are compiled in Table III. As can be seen, our method
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TABLE III

COMPARISON OF COMPUTATIONAL COST (TIME IN SECONDS) ON IMAGE
Street’S OF DIFFERENT SIZES. THE BEST RESULTS

ARE HIGHLIGHTED IN BOLD

is significantly faster than the other three competing methods.
It always takes less than one second to perform the estimation.
For the same noise strength, the time cost of all the methods
(including ours) increase as the image size becomes larger.
In detail, compared with [23], our method is 20+ times faster.
Compared with [24], our method dramatically reduces the
running time 570 times in average, or even up to 996 times,
which is observed in the case of image size 1408× 938 and
noise parameters (a = 0.12, b = 0.022). When comparing
with [18], the computational superiority of our method is less
impressive, but it still runs 4+ times faster.

For the same image size, as the noise strength varies,
the behavior of time cost for each method is different. Firstly,
the time cost of [23] grows as the noise strength increase.
This is partly because, for heavy noise, more weakly textured
patches dominated by noise are selected during the iterative
patch selection, which requires more computations. In contrast,
for [24], the time cost generally decreases as the noise strength
increase. Finally, the time cost of both [18] and ours tends to
be a constant regardless of the varies of noise strength. This
implies that the time cost of those two methods are insensitive
to the changing of the noise strength.

Furthermore, to examine how the image content impacts
the time cost, we test on UCID-v2 image corpus. Each test
image in original size 512×384 is resized with scaling factor
0.5, 2 and 3. The synthetic noise parameters are fixed as
(a = 0.22, b = 0.42). For the test images with the same
size, we compute the averaged time cost as well as its STD.
For better illustration, we only compare our method with
the best competitor [18]. As shown in Fig. 14, our method
outperforms [18] for all image sizes. We shall point out that
the error bar of ours is almost invisible. This is because the
STD’s are too small to plot. For instance, for the image size
1536×1152, [18] yields averaged time 4.50 seconds with STD
0.55, while our method produces averaged time 0.89 seconds
with STD 0.04. This small STD indicates that our method is
less influenced by the image content.

F. Discussion on the Parameter Setting of p

Our method involves a critical algorithmic parameter quan-
tile p. This parameter controls the number of selected intensity

Fig. 14. Comparison of the computational cost (time in seconds) with
Foi et al. [18] on UCID-v2 image corpus. The total length of the error bar is
two STD.

Fig. 15. Experiments on the choice of quantile p. (a) The N-RMSE value
versus p. (b) The computational cost (in seconds) versus p. The red cross
sign + indicates p = 0.5.

levels that are used for the noise estimation (see (15)). Essen-
tially, p is image-dependent and shall be tuned according to
the image scene. However, the fine-tuning of p unavoidably
requires additional computational resources, which sacrifices
the efficiency. To facilitate the practical deployment, we set
p = 0.5 to be a fixed parameter. Below we provide the
experimental justification. In Fig. 15, we show the relationship
between the N-RMSE and the time cost with respect to p rang-
ing from 0.1 to 0.9. Here the results are obtained by averaging
4744 images from the Waterloo Exploration Database [37].
As can be observed, the N-RMSE grows monotonically with
the increase of p; but the time cost decays monotonically with
the increase of p. It suggests that p in the range [0.4, 0.6]
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could be a reasonable choice. In this work, we empirically
set p = 0.5. This setting balances the estimation performance
with the computational efficiency.

V. CONCLUSION

This work presents a both effective and efficient image
sensor noise estimation method for a single raw image. The
noise model parameters are estimated via constrained WLS
fitting on data samples, where each sample is generated from
a group of selected weakly textured patches. Specifically,
we design a fast scheme for selecting the weakly textured
patches, with the guidance of image histogram. To robustly fit
on the data samples, we explicitly account for the credibility
of each sample by measuring the texture strength of the
grouped patches. The noise estimation is finally formulated
as a constrained WLS optimization problem, which can be
solved efficiently. Extensive experimental results demonstrate
that our method, despite its simplicity, can reliably estimate the
Poissonian-Gaussian noise model parameters, and significantly
outperform the state-of-the-art works in terms of computa-
tional efficiency. Our method could be readily adopted into
the denoising filters that require the noise model parameters
as crucial input arguments.
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